ASTUS 22.5

NOMAD CRUISER
www.astusboats.com

Fast and comfortable, the Astus 22.5 is the trimaran of less than 7m, nomad and
comfortable. With a buoyancy of 1150 liters per float, it is the ideal compromise
between safety and pleasure. With its swivel rudder and centerboard, it provides
you access to all creeks.
The Astus 22.5 with is 4 berths, kitchen block and chemical toilet will be perfect
for small cruising

TRANSPORTABLE
The Astus 22.5 is road legal with a width of
2.52 m when folded on its trailer.
Changing the sailing area is no longer a
problem with is folding system of the floats
without dismantlement. With the mast
rising kit, you are independent to rigg your
boat.
With a weight of 720kg, it can be pulled
by mid-sized vehicles.

WITH OR WITHOUT FOILS
If you choose the foils version, the mobile appendages in their wells will facilitate speed
and glide for even sportier sailing; the foils relieve the floats limiting their drag, the
central hull remaining in contact with the water.

LIVING AREA
With a maximum width of 1m70,
the
central
hull
can
accommodate 4 adults for the
night (2 on the double bed at
the front (1m40 wide and 2m
long) and 2 on the coffin berths
(0.5m wide and 2m long each.)
During the day, 4 adults can be
seated in the saloon. The galley
and electronics are available
as needed

The Astus 22.5 is ideal for family sailings and costal trekking but for racings too!
The choice of options will allow you to customize the boat to your liking and according
to your sailing program.

Possibility of adapted version for
racing with asymmetric spy in
option, self-tailing winch and
sport sails in Mylar…..
Or a coastal and family version
with gallery kitchen in option,
shelves, chemical toilet, electric
panel and mastresses.

FEATURES

Pivoting rudder
and centerboard

Mooring berth

Larges
trampolines
of 3.75 m in
length

Stable with
1150 L for
each float

Optional foils

Flaired hull to
deflect spray
for dry sailing

CONFIGURATIONS

STANDARD VERSION

FOILS
VERSION

A boat to sail with the family during the day
but also perfect for a boat trip.

Easier to take speed,
Weight of the boat supported

DIMENSIONS
Length of central hull
Overall length
Float length
contact@astuscab.com
Width unfolded / folded
Light displacement
Minimum and maximum draught
Mast lenght
Head room
Surface sails sport version
Maximum Motorization
CE approval
Conception
Architect

6,90 m
8,30 m
6,85 m
4,70 m / 2,52 m
720 kg
0,34 m / 1,40 m
9,00 m
1.60 m
GV 21 m² / Foc 9 m² / Gennaker 32 m²
6.6 kw (9 ch.)
C - 5 personnes / D 7 personnes
Jean-Hubert POMMOIS
VPLP DESIGN
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